Finally, I had to ask myself this life changing question…

What Do Lost Martial Arts, Ancient Warrior Secret Societies, Modern Psychology, And Free Enterprise Business
Principles Possibly Have To Do With Your Martial Arts Training?

Ancient Warrior Secrets for Honorable Living…

Turn Yourself Into a Cash Generating Wealth Machine…
Instantly Dominate Any Personal or Business Relationship…
Transform Your Body into a “Combat-Ready” Specimen
And do so quickly and easily by applying the simple “ready-to-use” secrets
of the Ancient Martial Artists adapted for today’s Modern Warrior which
I’ll hand to you each and every month on a Silver Platter
ready for immediate application to your life!

Dear <NAME>,
Stop and think for a moment, “What do I really want?” Is it…
More money? Attractive women? Better personal relations?
Higher energy levels? Gorilla-like Strength? Devastating fighting skills?
Reading another person’s body language at a glance?
A healthy body that relaxes at will and gets a good night’s sleep every night of the week?
While poring over Ancient Warrior texts in my quest to develop and teach the most lethal fighting techniques
every put on video, I kept noticing that the Ancient Warriors gave just as much instruction about life and living
as they did about efficiently destroying your enemies.
Before I started listening and applying their ancient wisdom, my life was in shambles.
I wanted more.
How about taking on the competition in any field and winning? Instead of just scraping by…or settling for less
than you deeply feel and know you should be getting out of life…

Powerful Combinations of Ancient Martial Arts, Psychological Motivation
Strategies, and Modern Business Practices Leads to Stunning Results
Discover “lethal strikes” business tactics, your opponents won’t figure out until it’s too late. But, you’ll already

have half of their customer base knocking down your door to do business with you, hoping it’s not too late to
write you a big, fat check.
I found the secret to success was taking the wisdom, strategy, and tactics of the wise masters of the past and
blend them with cutting edge psychology, business methods, health and fitness, and modern dietary advances
into a vast body of knowledge I call the Universal Warrior Series.
The series covers health and energy, making money and business issues, personal relations and motivation, and
of course the supreme in fighting and martial arts skills.
After implementing these techniques and principles personally and training my personal coaching clients in
these strategies with jaw-dropping results, I have decided to package the ancient and little used secrets,
strategies, and tactics into a monthly newsletter and audio CD program: all packed with success proven tips that
have been modernized to be used in today’s busy and stressful environment.

They Don’t Want You To Know!
Every one of my personal coaching clients saw nearly instant and dramatic changes in their lives. Some of
these tips the biggest corporations in America don’t want you to have because you will be taking money out of
their pockets.
Other tips they don’t want you to have because these tips will transform you into a powerful competitor in your
own right.
Your enemies don’t want you to have these techniques because you will render them helpless. Criminals don’t
want you to have them because of the pain you will inflict on their knees, noses, throats and wherever else you
choose.
When I started out in this business, I was just an ordinary guy out to make an honest living in a field I
loved – martial arts. But, when I started converting these techniques to other aspects of my life, dramatic
changes happened in my personal and business worlds – literally overnight
Within a year, I knocked out all my debts. I drive the car of my choice. One of the biggest thrills of my life
was when my beautiful wife moved into her dream home – not because I learned how to deliver lethal martial
arts blows, but because I learned the other side of martial arts – the mental side which I learned to use in today’s
business environment.

And here’s the real secret I learned: Anybody can do this with the right knowledge and a little bit of
ambition. It’s not as hard as some people would have you believe. You don’t have to have an MBA or even
college degree. It takes a little desire – and as I said the right knowledge adapted to today’s business
environment.
When I started working on this I found I had so much information I had gleaned over the years, I had to hire a
secretary to dictate it all. It was too much for an average typist like myself.

How to Use Modern Breakthroughs in Nutrition and Health to Turn Your
Body and Mind into an Energy Dynamo
Do you want higher energy levels and a body that feels so good you jump out of bed in the morning and can’t

wait to get after it?
Most martial artists think they’re in pretty good physical shape due to their conditioning. But to get into truly
top physical condition your diet is critical. Most people think they eat well. After doing extensive research into
this I found some amazing facts.
Many Americans suffer deficiencies in their diets they are not aware of. For instance, do you or anyone you
know feel sleepy during the day but can’t seem to get sleepy at night when it’s time for bed? This is caused by a
mineral deficiency.
Did you know that not drinking enough water can add fat to your body? Most people think they drink
enough, but they don’t.
I really zeroed in on information that will change your energy level. I searched for power foods and found out
the key vitamins and minerals missing in the American diet. Most of what you read about or see on television
about food and nutrition is pure bunk.
Enzyme levels are critical to high energy levels. Yet how we prepare our foods destroys them. Thus, the food
that is supposed to give you energy – actually saps energy from your body because it takes more energy to
process than it gives back! You won’t want to be without this information.
The Universal Warrior Monthly Series contains a wealth of key information about health and energy
enhancement from my extensive research including:
•

What foods are bursting with the “youth and energy” mineral (99% of adults are deficient in this key
energy producing mineral) – and it is killing your Martial Arts by robbing you of speed and agility!

•

The one mineral that revitalizes and energizes your sex glands

•

The simple "inside secret” to creating the proper acid/alkaline body state. An easy secret that will
"load" your body with the amazing raw power you'll need for monster bursts of mental and physical
activity.

•

The 3 foods that will make you look and feel younger

•

Foods that heal – no kidding, these foods add powerful nutritive elements to your body that allows it to
heal – before you need to buy expensive prescriptions

•

The “miracle” mineral that blocks fatty deposits from accumulating on the walls of your arteries

•

Find out if you have a deficiency of the “brain and memory” mineral – most Americans do. I’ll tell you
exactly how and when to incorporate this mineral into your diet for maximum effect.

And you’ll learn much more about food, nutrition, and the current miserable state of foods in the U.S. and what
to do about it.

How a Warrior Makes $100,000 a Year or More
You might ask, “What does marital arts training and Warrior societies have to do with making money?”
I thought the same thing. Then I noticed when I started turning my financial situation around and really started

making money. Without realizing it, I was using many of the strategies and techniques of martial arts and
combining them with leading edge business strategies I had been learning.
The deeper principles of martial arts training have everything to do with being successful and that’s also true in
business. Like fighting and war, business is competition. Like fighting and war, the victors enjoy the spoils. In
the business world this means wealth. It means more money than you ever thought you would ever make.
Whether you want to start your own business or want to rise through the ranks at your current profession you
can apply these principles to see almost instant results.
I started studying martial arts principles for their deeper content.
I read many modern business books and found many useful connections. I took seminars from the most
renowned business leaders in our country. I began to realize that anybody could do this. It’s really a matter of
having the knowledge and giving yourself the time to use it.
It’s that simple.
You don’t need an MBA. You don’t even need college. Think about it. College doesn’t have a monopoly on
business knowledge.

What Millionaires Know
Do you think you’d rather spend four to seven years in college, or a year with a millionaire learning what he
knows? Most college graduates aren’t millionaires.
But, anyone can become a millionaire if they discover and apply what millionaires know.
Combining these two disciplines, martial arts and business secrets from the most renowned business gurus in
America, and testing them in the daily fires of the business world, I completely reversed my financial situation.
In the Universal Warrior Monthly Series, I’ll describe “What Millionaires Know” in an easy to understand
format that anybody can use. A few things you’ll put into your Warrior bag of tricks:
•

7 “Cookie-Cutter” marketing secrets that makes business owners put on auto-pilot to build insane wealth
in minimum time

•

The most lucrative (and overlooked) markets for any business. (Most Entrepreneurs totally miss these
“ready-made” opportunities – yet they continually turn “average joes” into high-rollers year after
year)

•

The one advanced (but easy to learn) secret for keeping your wealth building machine on target to fully
"harness" your money-making horsepower. The result: dead-on cash increasing accuracy. This one top
level tactic will literally hand you the skills to staying "in the gold" with your new skills. (Say goodbye
to “scraping by” forever).

•

How to pinpoint your best money-making prospects with laser precision…(Whether you’re looking to
start your own business OR just looking for a way to get noticed at your present job this technique
puts money in your pocket).

•

Knowing about this money producing, cash harvesting advertising process will put a big smile on your

face while you’re on a beach somewhere in Mexico getting a tan and drinking your favorite drink, not
caring a twit how high your luxury hotel bill is going to be.
•

Ways to start a business part time

•

Business Owners: An iron clad, totally honorable technique that will keep your customers coming back
for more and make you filthy rich

Achieve Top Level Motivation and Total Confidence While Dominating
Any Person In Your Personal or Business Life
Would you like to have an “iron will” and a “fever pitch” motivation that gets you anything you want in life?
Well, it turns out the masters had plenty to say about this. The masters knew how important it was to elevate
your life and to elevate those around you.
Since you are already a trained martial artist, you are already taking care of the physical threat part of your life.
But there’s a deeper issue here.
You may never face a physical attack, even though you should always be ready for one. There’s a kind of attack
that is far worse. We don’t notice it because it’s not physical.
What I’m talking about is something far more insidious. I’m talking about an attack on your very being as a
person.
You might be saying, “Andrew, what are you talking about?” This is so important that I’ve spent years
following this phenomenon and how to counter it with the most aggressive, progressive techniques and
strategies I could find.
I’ve searched the literature of the ancient masters from every martial arts school I could find. I’ve delved into
thousands of pages modern psychology, self-help gurus, and even America’s masters of the business world.
But most people don’t know how insidious this really is. Why are some people paying psychologists $100+ an
hour because they are so unhappy? It all starts with this sickening disease that we succumb to in our society.
Now let me preface by saying what I would do if someone attacked me physically. I know that you would do
the same thing. You would use extreme force on whatever bones or organs he exposed and you’d leave him in
excruciating pain.
But what about attacks on your motivation? What about mental attacks?

“You’ll Never Amount to Anything!”
Have you ever been told you can’t do something? Or you’ll never be something? Have you ever been told
you’re ugly or too fat or you’re not very smart. Have you been told you’ll never be rich?
My question to you: Why do you take it? It’s an assault on your very being. The worst thing is that most
people just accept this. The masters of the past knew this and that’s why they taught mental discipline and

respect for every human being.
It all starts when you’re very young. “You can’t do that!” Or “Are you stupid?” How about this one: “You’re
just not very good at _________.”
These hypnotic phrases have been parroted to you over and over again. This is a recipe for failure.
It all starts with your birth and will follow you all your life if you let it. To be honest, the only way to combat
this horrific programming and kick it into oblivion forever is to embrace a warrior mentality.
The Universal Warrior Monthly Series arms you against these vicious self image destroying attacks. I’ll
supply you with Warrior countering strategies and techniques that will destroy these negative, energy
destroying assaults. I don’t tolerate these attacks any longer. I have too much respect for myself. And any true
Warrior won’t allow himself to be disrespected like this.

Use This Technique to Instantly Stop Any Idiot
From Disrespecting You
You know what I do now when I face such an attack. I give that person the coldest, hardest stare you can
imagine as I invade his personal space. More often than not that person will cringe and walk off with a
perplexed stare on their face. After that they’ll avoid me like the Asian bird flu or approach me in a more
respectful way.
Often times if they have the guts to return, they become some of my best students. But their attitude is definitely
changed. They were given an attitude adjustment and didn’t realize it at the time.
Learn to recognize these debilitating mental assaults on your motivation. Tame these vipers or send them
packing!
I have collected hundreds of positive motivational techniques and dozens of strategies for dealing with people in
your life whether that person has a positive or negative attitude. These are life changing ideas included in the
Universal Warrior Monthly Series.
•

The amazing Iron Mind drill that ensures you'll consistently hold your highest esteem and motivation
even in the face of crippling social and mental pressure — instantly eliminating ugly lapses in selfconfidence…periods of self-doubt … and even worse – selling yourself short!

•

Dozens of simple "quick-learn" tactics for unadulterated passion and motivation including an easy pep
drill to guarantee you are at your absolute peak when it matters…secret "visualization" skills to
"tricking" your brain into guiding your behavior automatically to fulfill your desires in an almost
effortless, unconscious manner … and a lot more.

•

7 Master Techniques that will awaken your hidden Warrior potential

•

Mind Control your mother-in-law and other pesky marital destroyers

•

What women really want from men (Unbelievably it has nothing to do with money!) Including: How
to tell if a woman is really interested (let’s face it men, we can be really oblivious to women’s subtle
mating signals)

•

How to read people’s body language like an open book and guide them to believe you in an almost

hypnotic fashion
•

Psychological techniques that give you instant and complete rapport with anyone even angry, foulmouthed jerks

Plus, More of the Hard Core, Deadly “Stop them with One Blow”
Techniques You Know Me For!
If you know me at all, you know I’m not going to neglect the physical, self-defense aspects of life. Here are
some of the goodies you’ll get in the Universal Warrior Monthly Series.
•

Take out a murdering street thug in one smooth, devastating blow

•

The amazing "Body Torque" Secret that transfers every ounce of your body's natural power through
your attack and into your attacker for pure destructive power - amplifies your natural speed and power.

•

Inflict one or all: Pain, Injury, or Death – You decide

•

3 Master Keys to a Perfect bone crushing, organ annihilating strike

•

Pressure Point Bonanza: how and where to hit causing extreme pain or death

•

Empty handed? Doesn’t matter: how you can terrorize multiple attackers while barely breaking a
sweat using my master “here I am, here I’m not” tactic

•

Defeat bigger stronger men using the dirtiest methods ever known in the world of self-defense (I would
never teach these methods to kids – except my own!)

•

Feints, Deceptions, and Secret Moves that leave an attacker grasping for air while you hammer away at
the most painful parts of his body

•

An incredible "Pinpoint Accuracy” technique that fires off automatically at the first sign of trouble –
the Physics of Power, Distance, and Accuracy flows into motion without you having to think about it at
all!

•

Teach your kids and spouse easy to use techniques they can use against bigger, stronger attackers

Write Your Own Autobiography With a Happy Ending
You may have heard the saying that “every person has a book inside them.” Yes, we’ve all had life experiences
that could be written into a book. You may never want to write a book, but if you’re like most people what you
want is to author a better life for yourself: to be safe, to make enough money to enjoy life, to develop the God
given talent within you.
And it’s much easier than writing a book. It’s the old American dream. But many people lose their way,
because they don’t have a guide. What most people need is a mentor. A person like yourself who’s been down
this road and can show you how – in the easiest, shortest way available.
You see, some people get so wrapped up in themselves when they become successful, they forget about others.

I was brought up differently and always promised myself I wouldn’t lose my values. I would make it a point to
help others.
What I’ve discovered is that success is easy when you know what to do, when you have a guide to lead you into
what you really want and helps you develop the right mentality.
I’ve synthesized this into a system that has made me extremely successful. Not just in martial arts but all aspects
of my life: financial, personal relationships, motivation, health and energy as well as some astounding
developments in martial arts. I tried to package this knowledge in a couple of CDs but found it was way too
much information.
I wanted to reveal these secrets, techniques and strategies in enough detail that it would help you the most. I’ve
seen too many of these self-help guides that were too general, too theoretical.
This is the reason I decided to put all this information on monthly CDs and a newsletter. Another reason is to
keep things as dynamic as possible. If someone has a problem or questions, I can simply address these in the
next monthly CD or newsletter.
Often times, if one person wants to know something, many others are in the same boat. It gives me a way to
customize the training to met the needs of my students.

Forget the MBA, CPA: Get the UWM
You may feel intimidated or unsuccessful in some aspect of your life – like your physical prowess or your
finances. You may feel, for instance, that you can’t make money because you don’t have an MBA or CPA.
Don’t let that be an obstacle.
That’s exactly the kind of thinking you’ll say goodbye to once you start the CDs. You don’t need the CPA or
the MBA. You just need the up to date knowledge you can use now. Invest your time in acquiring the Universal
Warrior Mentality (UWM).
Once I combined these ancient principles with modern psychology and business practices, my business began to
soar. My personal relations changed dramatically. You see, I’ve been down the same road you have. I was lucky
enough to discover how to put all this together.
Now, anybody can benefit.
What I found out was that no matter how many times a person failed or didn’t quite achieve what they really
wanted doesn’t matter. And you know what else I learned? It has nothing to do with you – that inner core that is
really you. It has to do with a lack of knowledge and acquiring a warrior mentality.
How could Bruce Lee take out a 230 pound muscle man in a matter of seconds? You already know the answer.
It’s Applied Knowledge. It’s knowledge about strategy and technique. Yes, Bruce worked diligently to perfect
his craft and his warrior mentality. But without the right knowledge, he would never achieved what he did. He
knew in exact detail how, when, and where to strike for maximum impact.

Where Can You Be One Year From Now?
Please do me a favor. Ask yourself where you’ll be in a month. In six months. In a year. Will your personal life
improve dramatically? Will you be a better fighter, richer, healthier, stronger, more motivated, have better

relationships with every person you know? If you do nothing, you’ll be in the same old position you’re in right
now.
Why are there so many people stuck in a rut they can’t get out of? It’s either because they don’t act (they’re too
afraid or too negative) or they don’t know what to do. They don’t have the knowledge so they do nothing.
You may have friends like this. If you try to change your life, they’ll discourage you. They’ll say you’ll never
be rich. You’ll never be successful. They may even laugh at you.
But let me ask you this. Are they successful? Where’s their mansion? Have they honed their body to be a lean
mean killing machine? Can they dominate their personal relationships with everyone they know? Do they have
more energy than they know what to do with? I’ll bet six months from now they’ll be in the same rut they’re in
now.
How do you move from your current level to a level of success you never dreamed possible? By taking action.
It’s that simple. Decide to take action. Honestly, this is all easy stuff once you know what to do, how to
approach things in the right way, and have the energy to do anything you want.
So here’s the deal. I didn’t want to charge my students thousands of dollars for this information. But I want you
to have this information and start benefiting immediately. I want you to be able to change your life starting from
month one.
The business information alone in the Universal Warrior Monthly Series contains material that many
consultants are charging $2,000 to $5,000 for a two day seminar. And plenty fat cat businessmen are willing to
pay for it.

Inner Circle Membership Package – Only $27 a Month
By subscribing to our Inner Circle Membership now, you will get the Universal Warrior Series information
in a monthly subscription package. Every month you’ll get a CD and email brimming with money making
ideas, motivational strategies, martial arts techniques, and energy enhancing tips.
Otherwise the set would run upwards of $1,500 or more. This is a great opportunity to get in on the best cutting
edge business strategies and martial arts motivational strategies.
Here’s what to do. Just call our office at <phone #> and tell the person on the phone you want the Inner Circle
Membership Package. You’ll only be charged $27 per month.
This is a guaranteed money back proposition. If you’re not completely satisfied after a couple of months, we’ll
be happy to refund your money back. We are that confident that this information will change your life forever.
If you ever need to cancel, no problem.

Order Now to Receive JumpStart CD
And please do me favor. Could you order right now? I’m afraid if you wait, you’ll either forget or you’ll put it
off and miss out on our bonus JumpStart CD. We’ve only cut 47 of these as a reward to those who follow my
advice and have the wisdom and motivation to “take action.” They’ll be going fast so don’t hesitate.
I’ve included some of the best little secrets I could find that will jump start every phase of your life from
financial to motivational to the most lethal strikes in martial arts. So jump start your life now.

Here’s a few of few of the ways your life will improve instantly with the Jumpstart CD:
 Jump start your energy level
 Lose weight if you need to
 Hone your martial arts skills even if you’re already an expert
 Discover where your true talent lies (and how to parlay it into a cash machine)
 Determine what business you should go into
 Acquire my “instant rapport” technique to get anybody to like you
Don’t wait another day. Where do you want to be six months or a year from now? You could be stronger, more
energetic, richer, more respected. Or in the same old rut.
Call <phone #> now. Don’t miss out on the free Jumpstart CD. When you call for your membership, ask for the
Inner Circle Membership Package and free JumpStart CD.
Yours in Warrior Wisdom,

<Name>
P.S. Remember once you’re a member, you’ll have me as a mentor who’ll answer any questions you have about
how to achieve maximum results in any area of your life including how to make $100,000 a year in any
business, gaining control of personal and business relationships, achieving your body’s highest energy levels,
and honing your skills as a fierce martial arts fighter.
I’ll be standing by to give you Universal Warrior strategies and “lethal strikes” techniques in any area of your
life. Before I became a success, I struggled until I locked in on a step by step plan to make all my dreams come
true. Believe me, I know how you feel because I’ve been in your shoes and I want to help you.

